Commodores Welcome
A very warm welcome to the Engineering Sailing Cup 2015.
The Log book cover shows one of the actual Yachts for the
ESC 2015 - a Bavaria Cruiser 46 - this is one of the 10 nearly
identical yachts which make up the fleet this year. To
continue the tradition in arranging 10 identical yachts - to
give a matched fleet - and to find a location we haven’t
been before, we found in Greece a fleet of nearly identical
yachts. The Bavaria Cruiser 45 and 46 have the same hull .
They only differ in the rudder system (the 46 is equipped
with a twin, the 45 with a mono rudder system).
We all know that we had already sailed in Greece and
started from Lavrion. Hence, the area is not unknown but
we tried to vary the route we may sail this time. The next
page is a print from Google Earth showing the proposed
route for 2015. Having in mind to have new destinations,
we worked out several routes including one route to
Santorin. In the early October 2014 we chartered the SAGA
(Arno’s boat in 2015 ) to find out whether we can manage
to go to Santorin or any island we haven’t been before.
Stormy winds forced us to abandon this goal and we
decided on a shorter but safer route.
Most of the destinations are in harbors where we can settle
down safely.
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Main Sponsor - PÖRNER – Group
Welcome
Dear Sailors!
Since the beginning of our Engineering Sailing Cup, PÖRNER is a proud partner and sponsor of this event. We have
provided the prices since our first regatta in Mallorca and brought always little gifts for everybody, as a little remembrance
of the nice days of friendship and sportsmanship. And, be assured that we will continue with this tradition.
As a lover and promoter of our Austrian wines we have taken care, that the whole fleet never ran dry in thirsty
situations......... and there were many of these, if you are able to recall. We remember all the nice parties we had every year
up to the early morning. Our famous canned as well as the live music took care that sleepless nights became a routine. The
next day all crews suffered and sailed with the same handicap.
This year we won the race and are now working very hard to organize a wonderful event in May 2015.
Fortunately we are well established in the market, which allowed us to tap into the marketing budgets of additional
sponsors for our ECS 2015. Our premium sponsor is Intergraph, who will provide nice Club Jackets for all of us. However,
with Aveva, Mammoet and Euro Engineering the ESC 2015 has three more prominent sponsors.
Dear friends, our test turn in late September ensures me that our team under the leadership of our
Commodore Eugen – 1st winner of the famous BREZEL RACE that founds the ECC - is fully motivated. The locations in
Greece, the fabulous Meltemi and all the nice islands will guarantee a perfect week.
Pörner is a mid sized engineering company with more than 500 engineers in 4 countries. Especially due to our CentralEurope closeness / roots – our sailors are from Vienna, Linz and Leipzig - we appreciate the sailing competition as a
wonderful European basis for the friendship between Engineers.
Peter Schlossnikel
CEO of PÖRNER
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ESC 2015 – latest Routes Kyclades
Regatta Golf of Athens / Greece (where the ECC idea was borne ; Initial Event )
1. Kalamaki Nisos Poros 28,5 1,0
2. Nisos Poros Nisos Spetsai 38,5 1,5
ECC 2002 Athens / Greece
3. Nisos Spetsai Nisos Idhra 40,5 1,0
Start Finish Sail Motor
4. Nisos Idhra Ormos Sounio 36,0 2,0
1. Kalamaki / Athen Port Aigina 16,0 sm 8,5 sm
5. Ormos Sounio Aiyina 15,0 20,0
2. Port Aigina Port Hydra 33,5 sm 6,5 sm
6. Aiyina Kalamaki 15,0 5,0
3. Port Hydra Port Methana 11,5 sm 8,0 sm
4. Port Methana Port Poros 13,0 sm 9,0 sm
5. Port Poros Port Ephidavros 10,4 sm 17,0 sm
6. Port Ephidavros Kalamaki / Athen 7,6 sm 19,0 sm
ECC 1997 Athens - Saronian Golf
Start Finish Sail Motor
1. Athen Kalamaki Perdika 20,5 sm 4,5 sm
2. Perdika Limin Sounion 28,0 sm 4,0 sm
3. Limin Sounion Limin Idhra 34,5 sm 1,0 sm
4. Limin Idhra Poros 20,0 sm 1,5 sm
5. Poros Palaia Epidhavros 18,7 sm 7,0 sm
6. Palaia Epidhavros Athens Kalamaki 20,0 sm 15,5 sm

ECC 2006 Kyclades / Greece
Start Finish Sail Motor
1. Marina Lavrion Loutra / Kitnos 26,0 sm 2,0 sm
2. Loutra / Kitnos Finikas/Syros 21,0 sm 2,5 sm
3. Finikas / Syros Marina Mykonos 24,0 sm 1,0 sm
4. Marina Mykonos Ermoupolis 18,0 sm 2,0 sm
5. Ermoupolis Loutra / Kitnos 21,5 sm 2,0 sm
6. Loutra / Kitnos Marina Lavrion 15,0 sm 13,0 sm
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ESC 2015 – Preferred Route

The route has been set out with the flexibility to swap destinations to cater for adverse weather, and day 6 has a reasonably
sheltered run to home base to ensure we return on time, knowing the heavy penalties for returning the boats late. It is our
intention to stick to the preferred route if at all possible to avoid problems with stop over pre-booking for each day.
Preference is to sail the route anti-clockwise.
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Technical Specifications
Length overall

12.80 m

Length hull

12.50 m

Length waterline

11.40 m

Beam overall

4.05 m

Draught standard

2.07 m

Draught option

1.62 m

Light weight displacement

9,8 t

Engine, Volvo Penta

D2-40

Fuel tank

210 l

Water tank

210 l

Cabins

2

Berths

4

Height in lounge

2.00 m

Sail area "Sport"

88 m²

Sail area "Comfort"

86 m²

Height of mast above waterline

18.93 m

Passengers

10/16

CE category

A/B

Bavaria Cruiser 45/6

We have nearly 10
identical yachts
with 4 cabins . This
all means your
sailing talent and in
these water your
tactical skills will be
tested to the full.
Each day we have
tried to set out a
challenging course,
however, as you all
know, the wind and
the changes in wind
on a particular day
demand a
coordinated crew
effort to finish with
the best positions.
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Commodores Team

Eugen

Wolfgang

Skipper and
Commodore

Manfred

Quiz master

Race Officer
Weather

Klaus

Peter

Art Judge

Entertainer
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Crew Photo
ESC 01 – Mike Theobald

ESC 02 – Duncan MacPhee

Crew
Mike Theobald

Crew
Richard Hayes Duncan MacPhee
Willem Korteweg
John Wills
Iain MacPhee
Richard Jameson
Rowan Maule Phil Moppett
Bob
Albert van der Lans
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Crew Photo
ESC 03 – Arno Hemm

ESC 04 – Stefan Leuppi

Crew
Arno Hemm
Dick McKechnie
Michael Kuhn Jürgen Arnold
Gordon King
Jakob Deckstein
Dick McKechnie

Crew
Stefan Leuppi
Nathalie
Yvonne
Bettina
Daniel & Werner
Charlotte & Christian
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Crew Photo
ESC 05 – Hendrik Baur

ESC 06 – Eugen Gotter

Crew
Mario Roza
Hendrik Baur
Carla Schuler
Rosaria Monteleone
Felix Hentschel
Lorenzo Ghelfi

Crew
Eugen Gotter
Pete Schlossnikel
Wolfgang Kursch
Manfred Deutsch
Klaus Prexl
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Crew Photo
ESC 07 – Werner Schmidt

ESC 08 – Dennis Nunn

Crew
Werner Schmidt Karlheinz Redepenning
Klaus Altegoer
Jörg Heppert
Max Broer
Heinz Schwarz

Crew
Dennis Nunn

Ed
Winny

Geertje

Peter
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Crew Photo
ESC 09 – Peter Müller

ESC 10 – Dirk Demtröder

Crew
Peter Müller
Hans-Jürgen Knapp
Hans-Josef Friedrichs
Jörg Astfalk
Peter Nowakowski
Klaus Ruthardt

Crew
Monika & Dirk Demtröder
Yaser Hamad
Nienke van Oortmerssen
Wolfgang Möller
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Local notes:
All Skippers will be responsible for their own mooring fees . The normal practice is that the ships papers are collected by
the harbour staff, sometimes minutes after berthing , before departure the next day arrange to pay the charge and
collect the ships papers. The charge varies but we paid approx. Euro 3,15 – 30,0 per night. The first and last night marina
fees for Lavrion Marina are included in the charter price.
Regarding restaurants we found and experienced many that were typical Greek and as usual please check carefully your
bill before payment, occasionally the waiter’s memory or arithmetic malfunctions.
Our medals and trophies are once again provided by the Poerner Gruppe.
Code Flags: As we have settled into our regular boat numbers, we will continue with international code flags flown from
the backstay which we can re-use each year.
Your code flag is shown next to your crew photos.
For Starts the “bottle” should be easily spotted out. As there is no Rabbit available we have decided to change to a “Bottle
start” and please forgive any mishaps we may have or you prefer gin vs. rum. The start areas will have land marks which
we may use as “line up” with the commodores boat as start line so listen to commands on the radio.
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Local notes 2:
We understood that all yachts will have a radio with a GPS Chip installed
This feature enable us to track and record each boat on a special software, and in case of any disputes, to clarify the
situation. The verdict of the commodore is final.
We will have a printer on board for printing the daily results. However, the results of the day will also be
electronically send to each skipper after the skippers meeting.
The dinghy race this year will run under the theme “Greek Mythology“ . We would like to make this a “Fun Event”
with the dinghy crews dressed up as a gods or heroes. We have several options where this event can take place.
Details will be shown in the logbook, and additional announcement at the skippers meeting.
Unless otherwise notified skippers meeting will be at 08.30 at a
convenient cafe or if not available on the Commodores boat.
We hope you and your crews arrive relaxed and ready to sail fast
and above all …… safe.
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Lavrion Marina
Address
Lavrion Main Port
Base Manager: Haris ZIKAS
Mobile: 0030 / 694 / 300 89 36
Athens Office: +30 210 9851
385/6/7
About 30 minutes drive from
airport Athens to Lavrion Main
Port. Don’t let the taxi driver
drop you of at the Olympic
Marina which is a few miles
south from the port.
Regular taxi (4 persons) :
€ 40,-- to 45,--

NOMICOS
YACHTS
HERE

Supermarkets located app. 10
min walk from the port.
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Lavrion Marina
Welcome Party
Welcome party
KARAFAKI
Traditional
Ouzeri

My Market
supermarket

PAP Market
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Welcome Party - Dinner
The menu is a number of courses starting at 20:30hrs.
For the dinner menu this will be some Greek specialities:
Starter:
Plate of mixed appetizer (fried zucchini, fried eggplants, tzatziki, feta, Greek salad, fried potatoes)
Main Plate:
Dorado fish 400-460gr
or
lamb chop
Dessert:
Halvas
This menu will cost €27,-- + 23% vat per person (1 bottle of white wine and 1 bottle of red wine per crew is
incl.).
This is a fixed menu and price for ESC but if really desired other dishes can be ordered from the House menu but
will be at extra cost (and extra time) .
Skippers will be responsible for payments for meals and drinks for his own boat.
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Lavrion Marina
WINDS
The meltemi μελτέμι (Greek), or meltem (Turkish) are the strong, dry north winds of the Aegean Sea, which blow
from about mid-May to mid-September. According to C. Michael Hogan, the Etesian winds are the dominant
weather influence in the Aegean Basin.
•

They are at their strongest in the afternoon and often die down at night, but sometimes meltemi winds last for
days without a break. Similar winds blow in the Adriatic and Ionian regions. Meltemi winds are dangerous to
sailors because they come up in clear weather without warning and can blow at 7-8 Beaufort. Some yachts and
most inter island ferries cannot sail under such conditions. But we did in October …. ;-)

TOWN
•

Laurium or Lavrio (Modern Greek: Λαύριο; Ancient Greek: Λαύριον; before early 11th century BC: Θορικός
Thorikos; from Middle Ages until 19th century: Εργαστήρι Ergastiri) is a town in southeastern part of Attica,
Greece. It is the seat of the municipality of Lavreotiki.[2] Laurium was famous in Classical antiquity for silver
mining, which was one of the chief sources of revenue of the Athenian state. The metallic silver was mainly used
for coinage. It is a sea port of much less importance than nearby Piraeus.

•

It is located about 60 km SE of Athens, SE of Keratea and N of Cape Sounio. Laurium is situated on a bay
overlooking the island of Makronisos (ancient times: Helena) in the east. The port is in the middle and gridded
streets cover the residential area of Lavrio. GR-89 runs through Lavrio and ends south in Sounio.
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Lavrion Marina
Weather forecast web sites
• http://www.wetteronline.de/segelwetter/aegaeis
• http://www.windfinder.com/weathermaps/forecast/greece#7/37.649/24.390

We need these guys (Anemoi) to give us good sailing weather !
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ESC 2015 – Light Entertainment
FUN, ACTION and CULTURAL CONTESTS ESC 2015
Dear fellow sailors, we kept more or less the usual programs with some adjustments here and there- but see below by
yourself....
1.COUNTRY EVENINGS:
This is a new chapter within the ESC, targeting to give us all more chances to come together, enhance communication
between each other but mostly to have fun.
We thought it might be a good idea that every participating country/boat crew should have the chance to invite all the
others crews for an after sailing get-together which could mean a sundowner, a beer, some country-typical beverages
and performances etc. etc.
Let’s have these events on the piers, or if convenient, even on the boat(s) of the relevant country itself.
We propose to have the COUNTRY EVENINGS in the following alphabetical sequence:
Sunday
CH (2 boats are engaged)
Monday
D (3 boats are engaged)
Tuesday
GB (2 boats are engaged)
Wednesday
NL + Dirk (2 boats are engaged)
Thursday
A
You are kindly requested to announce your planning and time schedule latest during the morning’s skippers meeting
and please identify your boat with clear signal flags.
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ESC 2015 – Light Entertainment
2. DINGHY RACE incl. QUIZ of Greek Mythology:
The Dinghy Race and Quiz will most probably take place on Thursday in KEA Harbor.
A comprehensive knowledge, some tricks and also strong muscles are required to win this competition.
3. COSTUME Contest:
Like in former years this contest is organized parallel to the dinghy race contest. We are looking forward that all
crewmembers are dressed like a figure of the GREEK MYTHOLOGY .
This year we are planning that the costumes of the entire boat crews are evaluated and not a single one.
4. SPECIAL EVENT:
This is a newly introduced contest taking place again on Thursday in KEA. We do hope you all will have a lot of fun and all
crews will participate.
Necessary details will be given during the course of the AUSTRIAN PÖRNER Evening.
5. CREATIVE PAINTINGS:
As every year we challenge the painters in your crews.
This year you should draw 2 different paintings/drawings
- a sailing motive out of the ESC
- a motive out of the Greek Mythology
All paintings to be given to the jury (Klaus and Wolfgang) latest by Thursday evening.
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ESC 2015 – Light Entertainment
6.BEST PHOTO SHOT:
Each boat is asked to send us electronically its best 3 photos, taken during the ESC 2015 until Thursday evening.

The winners or winning boats of the various contests and events will be honored during our Final Prize Giving Party on
Friday.
The Jury for all contests consists of Wolfgang Kursch and Klaus Prexl and certain called-in crew members.
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General Sailing Instructions
The event is governed by the Racing Rules of Sailing ISAF (WRS) from 2013 to 2016, the sailing instructions and this Logbook. In
addition the following regulations shall apply:
•
For safety the rules as per Special Regulations, Category 4 of the Offshore Racing Congress (ORC).
•
The anti - doping rules of the Austrian national sports organization
Competitors are expected to pass Gates at approximately 0.5Nm….but not too close!
All recorded times must be GPS times.
Communication: Ch 72
Emergency Ch 16
Starting Instructions (Bottle Start) see next page for details
Declaration Slips are at the back of the Log Book, please complete and bring to Commodores Boat as soon after racing as
possible.
Please record times when passing Gates and Finishing Times. If we have to stop racing with GPS coordinates please take
bearings to your nearest two boats. Taking a photo of your chart plotter screen showing time, coordinates and boat position is
useful if we are struggling to determine finish positions.
Just in case the commodore’s boat is arriving late in a port, please always keep a spot free at the pier. This makes it easier to
communicate and collect the declarations of the fleet.
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Bottle Start
Position

Signal

1

Warning

2
3
4
5

Warning
Preparatory
Starting
Starting Line

Minutes
before
starting
signal
5
4
2
0

Sound or Radio
Signal

Sound and Radio
Sound and Radio
Sound and Radio
Sound and Radio
Sound and Radio

Bottle’s Actions

Starting Boat continues marking virtual starting position for 1
further minute.
Bottle deployed and beam reach for 2 minutes.
Tack or jibe; beam reach back to the starting point 2.
Gate Open: Starting boat sails close hauled on port tack.
Fox’s start and remain on starboard tack. Bottle continues on port
tack until all boats are passed abeam (max 5 mins , extendable in
light winds). After all fox’s have passed astern, Bottle tacks onto
starboard. Fox’s free to sail their own race.

Key points:
Fox’s be careful not to venture too far to windward before Bottle reaches point 4
If sailed well no fox’s are disadvantaged over standard start
Note boat marked “x” has sailed too far out and has to bear away on starboard to make 5minute line

Wind
3

1

5

5

5

2
4

Wind

5

5

If possible we line up
with a land mark

4
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Prize giving Dinner
•

The Prize giving Dinner and closing party will be at:

Price giving party

REMEZZO Bistrot

•
•

Please be ready at 19.00 (07:00 p.m.). It is about 5 minutes slow walk along the shore.
Dinner see next page.
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Prize giving Dinner
The menu is a number of courses starting at 20:30hrs.
For the dinner menu this will be some Greek specialities:
Starter:
Plate of mixed appetizer (spinach pie, cheese pie with feta, mousaka, kebabs, greek salad)
Main Plate:
T-bone steak with fried potatoes or rice
or
white grouper fillet with grilled vegetables
This menu will cost €27,-- + 23% vat per person (mineral water, 1/2l bier, 1 bottle of white wine and 1 bottle of
red wine per crew is incl.).
This is a fixed menu and price for ESC but if really desired other dishes can be ordered from the House menu but
will be at extra cost (and extra time) .
Skippers will be responsible for payments for meals and drinks for his own boat.
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Wine Pennant
The original Gin Pennant has been introduced in the ESC in 2011.
We, however, would like to follow our own tradition and have modified the pennant slightly . If you see ours
flying, come aboard for a test of an Austrian wine.
The History
A Gin Pennant means that the boat flying this flag is inviting crews from other ESC boats for drinks.
The origins of the Gin Pennant are uncertain, but it seems to have been used since the 1940s and probably
earlier. Originally it was a small green triangular pennant measuring approximately 18 by 9 inches (460 by 230
mm), defaced with a white wine glass, nowadays the gin pennant is a Starboard pennant defaced with a wine or
cocktail glass. Its colour, size and position when hoisted were all significant as the aim was for the pennant to be
as inconspicuous as possible, thereby having fewer ships sight it and subsequently accept the invitation for drinks.
The Gin Pennant is still in regular use by Commonwealth Navies, such as the Royal Australian Navy (RAN). Within
the RAN it is common practice, whilst in port, for junior officers of one ship to attempt to raise the Gin Pennant on
the halyard of another ship, thereby forcing that ship to put on free drinks for the officers of the ship that
managed to raise the pennant. If, however the junior officers are caught raising the pennant, then it is their ship
that must put on free drinks.
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ESC 2015 Preferred Route
Date

Ref

From

To

Regatta
Remarks (we have reservations at all)
Distance sm

03-May-15

Day 1 Lavrion

Kythnos

24,23

04-May-15

Day 2 Kythnos

Serifos

29,47

05-May-15

Day 3 Serifos

Ermopouli

31,5

06-May-15

Day 4 Ermopouli Kythnos

32,64

07-May-15

Day 5 Kythnos

Kea

32,78

08-May-15

Day 6 Kea

Lavrion

14,81

All legs will have a gate in case of shortened courses. The gate line will be at 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270 or 315
degrees direction from the gate mark which can be seen as indicated. Please ensure when taking times to line up
accurately.
The courses have been created with flexibility to swap destinations to cater for adverse weather. It is our intention to
stick with the preferred route if at all possible however to avoid problems with destination pre-booking.
For each leg please check that all pages for a particular leg have been looked at, some have 4 pages.
Route has been made with Google Earth Map. Please be aware that the Commodore will be actually navigating with
the GPS equipment installed on board.

ESC 2015 – Preferred Routes
Leg
1
Start
Finish
Distance
Track
1.
153.23°
2.
156.32°
3.
138.38°
4.
124.47°

Sunday 03.05.2015
N37°42.268' - E24°04.056'
N37°23.736' - E24°23.311'
24.23nm
Distance Position
1.57nm N37°40.870' - E24°04.947'
2.60nm N37°38.489' - E24°06.265'
18.67nm N37°24.523' - E24°21.867'
1.39nm N37°23.736' - E24°23.311'

Leg
4
Start
Finish
Distance
Kurs
1.
43.88°
2.
303.72°
3.
257.68°

Wednesday 06.05.2015
N37°26.238' - E24°57.304'
N37°26.612' - E24°25.910'
31.50nm
Distanz
Position
3.00nm
N37°28.397' - E24°59.920'
5.66nm
N37°31.534' - E24°53.988'
22.84nm
N37°26.612' - E24°25.910'

Leg
5
Start
Finish
Distance
Kurs
1.
51.03°
2.
295.44°
3.
238.47°
4.
213.46°
5.
122.68°

Thursday 07.05.2015
N37°26.620' - E24°25.915'
N37°39.880' - E24°18.737'
32.78nm
Distanz
Position
13.69nm N37°35.211' - E24°39.338'
15.79nm N37°41.964' - E24°21.334'
1.93nm
N37°40.953' - E24°19.254'
1.12nm
N37°40.015' - E24°18.471'
0.25nm
N37°39.880' - E24°18.737'

Leg
2
Start
Finish
Distance
Kurs
1.
252.32°
2.
194.32°
3.
165.88°
4.
114.15°
5.
98.23°
6.
147.53°
7.
201.77°
8.
249.66°
9.
305.52°
10.
340.13°
11.
0.00°

Monday 04.05.2015
N37°23.759' - E24°23.322'
N37°08.505' - E24°31.165'
29.47nm
Distanz Position
0.15nm N37°23.714' - E24°23.145'
5.34nm N37°18.546' - E24°21.486'
0.67nm N37°17.894' - E24°21.692'
1.13nm N37°17.431' - E24°22.990'
11.14nm N37°15.825' - E24°36.833'
0.86nm N37°15.104' - E24°37.410'
7.36nm N37°08.277' - E24°33.990'
1.72nm N37°07.679' - E24°31.966'
0.58nm N37°08.017' - E24°31.373'
0.49nm N37°08.474' - E24°31.165'
0.03nm N37°08.505' - E24°31.165'

Leg
3
Start
Finish
Distance
Kurs
1.
176.38°
2.
101.86°
3.
74.45°
4.
73.33°
5.
52.12°
6.
306.80°
7.
48.01°
8.
289.99°
9.
284.46°

Tuesday

Leg
6
Start
Finish
Distance
Kurs
1.
305.91°
2.
225.18°
3.
323.90°

Friday

Distanz
0.72nm
0.50nm
0.72nm
0.86nm
26.18nm
2.31nm
0.44nm
0.57nm
0.34nm

05.05.2015
N37°08.500' - E24°31.279'
N37°26.097' - E24°56.841'
32.64nm
Position
N37°07.786' - E24°31.335'
N37°07.683' - E24°31.948'
N37°07.876' - E24°32.818'
N37°08.123' - E24°33.855'
N37°24.139' - E24°59.851'
N37°25.522' - E24°57.524'
N37°25.816' - E24°57.936'
N37°26.013' - E24°57.256'
N37°26.097' - E24°56.841'

nm total: day 1-6

Distanz
9.85nm
4.85nm
0.11nm

08.05.2015
N37°39.999' - E24°18.497'
N37°42.436' - E24°03.981'
14.81nm
Position
N37°45.765' - E24°08.411'
N37°42.346' - E24°04.064'
N37°42.436' - E24°03.981'

165,43
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Day 1 Lavrion to Kythnos

Gate 1 Day 1
N/S line from light

Finish line:
from light Ormos
Merikhas
to Rock (no name)
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Day 1 Kythnos
Ormos Mericha
Koordinaten: 37° 23.4'N, 024° 23.8' E
The main (ferry) port of the island . Despite the fact of being the main port, the village is placid and nice, but
space for mooring can become limited quickly. Use your bow anchor and stern line. The blue signs show the area
to be kept free for the ferries. They maneuver partly with heavy usage of their engines, due to the side winds.
Over the past few years it was acknowledged that they are more cautious with their engine usage. Attention has
to be given to a submerged rock in the baxk part of the port, marked by a red buoy. Don‘t use it as an anchor
buoy!
Paying attention to the maneuver space for the ferries, you can also anchor for free in the port basin. For
anchoring, stay away from the shores close to the police station, otherwise they will ask you very friendly to
move your boat to another spot.
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Kythnos – Ormos Mericha

Berthing

Katafiki Dryopidas
Position: Kykladen/Kythnos; coordinates:♁37° 22′ 58″ N, 24° 25′ 51″ O close to the
village of Dryopida (griechisch Δρυοπίδα) and Fires (griechisch Φιρές).
The path is aprox. 1200 m long. A part of the cave was an iron ore mine between 1908 till
1939 and is now a tourist attraction.
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Day 2 Kythnos to Serifos

Gate 1 Day 2
W/E line from small
rock East of Serfopoula
Finish line:
W/E from Peer
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Day 2 Serifos
Livadi is the harbour town of Serifos. Above the coastal village of Livadi on the hill lies
the small capital of Serifos, which is called Hora or Chora. There are many white houses
and narrow streets, a number of squares, some churches and windmills, including a big
white church with a blue dome. At the top of the hill is the Venetian fortress of Chora,
which was destroyed by pirates in 1210. A path and some stairs lead you up there. On
top is the church of Agios Constantinos where you have a great view of the
surroundings. In Chora is an Archaeological Museum with finds from the area. There
are a number of urns and remains of statues from different periods to be seen.
There is also a Folklore Museum where you can see how people have lived in Serifos.
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Serifos – Livadi Mikros Molos Harbor

Berthing
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Day 3 Serifos to Syros

Finish line:
Entrance Harbor

Gate 1 Day 3
line from E-Coast to
rock Aspro
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Day 3 Syros

Ermoupoli (Greek: Ερμούπολη) stands on a naturally amphitheatrical site, with neoclassical buildings, old mansions and white houses cascading down to the harbour. The
City Hall, where Miaoulis Square lies ringed with cafes and with seating areas under
palm trees. The "City of Hermes" has numerous churches, including Metamorphosis,
Koimisis, St. Demetrius, Three Hierarchs, Anastasis, Evangelistria and St. Nicolas. The
Archaeological Museum has many finds and the Municipal Library contains numerous
editions. The quarter of the town known as Vaporia is where the sea captains lived.
Along its narrow streets, stand numerous neo-classical mansions.
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Syros – Ermoupoli Harbor

Berthing
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Day 4 Syros to Kithnos

Finish line:
Entrance Bay
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Day 4 Kithnos - Lourta

Loutra is named for its hot baths and you can see where the water runs in a stream on the
edge of town and empties into the sea at the town beach. The actual baths are at the top
of the square (well, parking lot actually). These baths have been used since Roman times
and some say they are the best in Europe. Greece's first King, Otto, and his Queen Amalia
were two of the most famous guests and you can ask to see the baths where the couple
bathed their royal highesses until they were overthrown by the army in 1862 and exiled.
The water is sulphurous, saliferous and ferrous and is said to be able to cure arthritis,
rheumatism, gout and gynecological problems as well as many other ailments. The bath
house itself is impressive with a number of rooms each with a large tub, stained by the
minerals and a hundred years or more of use.
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Kithnos – Loutra Harbor

Berthing
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Day 5 Kithnos to Kea

Finish line:
Entrance Bay
Line between light Agios
Nikolaos and KEA
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Day 5 Kea
The Greek island of Kea is known for many things. It has exceptional beaches and one of
the best system of walking paths and trails of any Greek island. Kea is a hiker's paradise
with numbered routes that take you through a variety of landscapes to remote coves and
the ruins of ancient cities. The restaurants on Kea are among the best in Greece and the
summer features a number of cultural events, and an outdoor movie theater with new
first-run movies (usually in English) that change every 2 days. Because of its proximity to
Athens (just 2 hours by bus and ferry) Kea has always been popular with Athenians who
have holiday homes here that they only use on occasional weekends in the summer and
for much of August. But come any other time and you won't even see them. If you are
looking for an island that is close to Athens but has the feeling of an island much further
away, then Kea may be the place for you.
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Kea – Harbor

Berthing
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Day 6 KEA - to Lavrion

ESC 2015 Finish
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Day 6 KEA to Lavrion

LAVRION MARINA

FINISH ESC 2015 is EastWest line from outer
Pier end light post.

Congratulations to the Day winners and the overall ESC Winner 2015.
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Declarations Please complete and hand to Race Committee once moored up
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Damage, collisions or infringements_____________________________________________
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Boat No Ahead_______Boat No Behind___________Skipper_________________________
Gates Times 1_____________2_____________GPS________________________________
Damage, collisions or infringements_____________________________________________
Boat No __________ Name____________From _________________To ________________
Finish Time__________ Lat/Long______________________________________________
Boat No Ahead_______Boat No Behind___________Skipper_________________________
Gates Times 1_____________2_____________GPS________________________________
Damage, collisions or infringements_____________________________________________
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